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Library Sales
Licensing content for local and international productions and publications, with a world-class and broad-ranging collection of footage, audio and images.
Learn moreLearn more




ABC Library Sales

As Australia’s National broadcaster, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation has built an extensive and wide-ranging archive of audio-visual content from its decades of television and radio production. The collection includes global news and current affairs coverage as well as content from science, natural history, and popular music programming.
The ABC also has a collection of images shot by talented photographers for news coverage, as well as an archive of images from ABC productions and of ABC personalities over the years.
ABC Library Sales provides access to a wealth of high-quality content for licensing for a broad range of productions and publications.




Licensing Opportunities

Footage
Access a wealth of visual content, from news coverage to interviews, wildlife and landscapes, for a broad range of productions.








Audio
The ABC’s extensive radio archive contains audio recordings including ABC News coverage of historical events and interviews.








Images
An extensive archive of images from ABC productions, local and international ABC News for print and digital productions.








Transcripts
Transcripts of ABC Online articles, Radio and TV programmes can be licensed for re-publication in print and digital publications.
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ABC Library Sales
ABC Library Sales provides access to a wealth of high-quality content for licensing for a broad range of productions and publications.
More from ABC

We acknowledge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the First Australians and Traditional Custodians of the lands where we live, learn and work.
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